1. I understand that I must purchase my uniform polo shirts from FlynnO’Hara Uniforms, exclusively.

2. I understand that approved uniform pants:
   - Must be purchased from FlynnO’Hara Uniforms
   - Cannot have stitched-on pockets
   - Cannot have outside pockets
   - Cannot have elastic at the waist or leg bottoms
   - Cannot have draw strings
   - Cannot be straight legged
   - Cannot be made of jeans material
   - Cannot be cargo pants
   - Cannot differ from the approved colors listed below
   - Cannot be leggings or jeggings
   - Cannot be cut or rolled at the leg bottom

3. I understand that during my CTE program course, students are required to wear only proper and administration-approved clothing at all times.

4. I understand that CTE programs involved in hands-on activities and that I may be required to bring an appropriate change of clothing.

5. I understand that I may not wear non-PCTVS sweatshirts, hoodies, sweaters, fleeces, nor any other non-PCTVS clothing in school.

6. I understand that the only attire approved for Physical Education is a tee-shirt with shorts or sweatpants.

7. I understand that I must wear appropriate athletic footwear at all times during Physical Education class.

8. I understand that I must wear special CTE program clothing items (Lab Coats, Smocks, Aprons, etc.) over my school uniforms during CTE class.

9. I understand that ROTC students can wear their full uniforms only on designated days.

10. I understand that approved colors for PCTVS sweaters, vests, fleeces, sweatshirts, hoodies, and jackets are:
    - Royal Blue
    - Navy Blue
    - Black
    - White
    - Gray

11. I understand that Spirit Day attire consist only of the following
    - A purchased or provided PCTVS “tech wear” including PCTVS athletic team wear
    - CTE, class-specific, or PCTVS event related shirts

12. I understand that if I do not participate in a Spirit Day, I must adhere to the Student Uniform guidelines as presented in numbers 1-10.

13. I understand that any violation of the PCTVS Uniform policy will result in disciplinary action.